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1. Welcome

This Instructor Guide is provided to help you use MediaSpark’s GoVenture Entrepreneur Board Game in your classroom or computer lab. If you are not already familiar with the award-winning GoVenture educational games and simulations, we invite you to visit the GoVenture website at www.goventure.net or to contact us at 1-800-331-2282.

An electronic version of this document is also available on the GoVenture website.
2. About GoVenture Entrepreneur

Learn the basics of business while enjoying an exciting board game!

The GoVenture Entrepreneur Board Game combines the best of your favorite board games into a business context where you run your own business and compete, collaborate, and negotiate with other players.

Game play is designed to recreate the real-life thrills and challenges of entrepreneurship in a fun and educational social learning experience.

Activities are expertly designed to enable you to experience the true challenges of entrepreneurship, while at the same time, provide an engaging and experiential group learning opportunity.

Unlike books, courses, seminars, or common “opoly” style business games, GoVenture brings learning to life. The board game format enables a type of group learning which may be difficult to capture using role-playing exercises or software-based business simulations.

As part of your course curriculum, GoVenture quickly grabs students’ attention and holds it for the duration of the session. Before long, they’re discussing strategies and making major business and life-altering decisions, both independently and on a collaborative basis.

Activities Include:

- Buying, Pricing and Selling Products (called “Gwidgets”)
- Managing Employees
- Interacting with other players through question and answer, drawing, charades, trivia, word puzzles, and more.
- Balancing work and life
- Investing in Product Quality and Marketing (Brand)
- Managing Cash Flow
- Negotiating with other players
- Preparation of Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss statements, Accounting General Journal and Accounting Ledger (optional)
- and more!
3. What Makes GoVenture Unique

GoVenture is unlike any other board game you’ve ever played. It combines many of the more common game features with totally new activities and places them all together in a virtual business setting. While you’re having fun and enjoying the interaction with other players, you are learning valuable business skills that you can carry with you for life.

You’ll start your own business selling Gwidgets, which could be any product you can imagine. You make business decisions such as how much you’ll charge for each Gwidget, whether they’ll be produced at low, medium or high quality; invest in marketing to improve brand, decide how many employees you’ll require and what lifestyle you want to lead while running your business.

During a single sitting, you’ll pay rent, meet customers, pay your employees, invest in marketing, pay taxes, and make any other business decisions just like you would in the real world. Prompted by Challenge cards which you come across regularly during board play, you’ll act out certain scenarios for other players, draw objects for them to guess their meaning and answer thought-provoking questions, all while progressing around the playing board.

GoVenture is unique for a number of important reasons:

- **Fun and educational**
  GoVenture is expertly designed to be both fun and educational. Every activity is carefully selected to provide a specific learning outcome, while not compromising the entertainment value of the overall experience.

- **Variety**
  Many board games have players doing the same activity repeatedly. GoVenture merges activities from popular games so players have a variety that keeps interest level high. In any single session you’ll be required to act out subjects as you would with Charades, solve word puzzles, answer trivia questions, draw, solve definitions, and answer riddles.

- **No waiting**
  In GoVenture every player participates in every turn. Players remain engaged in the game because they don’t find themselves “waiting for their turn.”

- **Collaborative**
  Unlike many board games which require minimal interaction between players, GoVenture constantly has players interacting, collaborating, and competing. This approach leverages the benefits of group dynamics to create a positive social learning experience.

- **Positive competition**
  Many board games encourage zero-sum competition, meaning each player wants to win while hoping others lose. Competition can be healthy and motivating, but it can also create negative feelings if not structured carefully. In GoVenture, players want to win, but instead of hoping others lose they are encouraged to
want everyone to succeed. This approach uses the positive benefits of
competition while eliminating the negative social consequences.

**Everyone feels good**
Unlike many games which may leave some players feeling inadequate, GoVenture
is designed to make players feel good about the game and themselves. While it
is possible to go bankrupt, the experience itself remains positive and provides the
opportunity to continually improve.

**Easy to play but has depth**
Many board games have to compromise between ease of play and strategy.
GoVenture is designed to be quick and easy to play, yet have a high level of long
term and repeat playability. Startup instructions are very brief, as are the entire
game instructions. Many Challenge cards are designed to be open ended, with
no specific answer, so they can be played repeatedly. Game play and strategy
reveals itself as you play so players increasingly focus on different aspects of the
game the longer they play.

**For youth and adults.**
Many board games tend to be focused on a specific age group. GoVenture is
designed to be playable for ages 12 to adult, including mixed ages and
experience levels.

**GoVenture educational games and simulations enable “learning-by-doing”, an
approach that cognitive scientists have identified as the fastest and most
effective way for human beings to learn.** Like other GoVenture products, the
GoVenture Entrepreneur Board Game immerses the learner in a highly interactive
environment in such rewarding ways that learners feel intellectually and emotionally
engaged in the experience — as if they were personally living it.

**GoVenture is designed as a tool for youth and adults, to be used as a learning
program on its own, or to complement other learning materials, courses,
programs, and curricula.** It can provide a valuable learning opportunity for two
people or an entire class, within a single hour of use — or over an extended period of
time. The educational foundation and ease of integration in the classroom and
curriculum make GoVenture the first choice among learners who are in the early stages
of learning about business, as well as educators and trainers who are providing basic
business training.
4. **GoVenture for You**

**Education**
GoVenture has been designed to be suitable for a variety of instructional approaches and levels and offers a successful and valuable experience for instructors and learners, from middle school to adult education.

**Life Skills Training**
GoVenture helps develop a number of necessary skills for success in the fast-paced Knowledge Economy, including: planning, just-in-time learning, problem solving, organization, critical thinking, and risk management. GoVenture Entrepreneur addresses life skills training directly by immersing learners in a simulated world of experience that transcends the limitations of traditional teaching and learning approaches.

Unlike conventional educational materials, games and Internet portals, GoVenture offers a comprehensive learning experience and is combined with a wide range of learning resources for quick and easy integration into self-directed or facilitated learning environments.

**Business Service Centers**
Good business managers and successful owners are not "born" — they must be trained in a number of business, management, and interpersonal skills. Would-be business people need to experience the thrills and challenges of running a business before they do so in the real world. GoVenture provides the experience necessary to gain valuable knowledge in starting and running a business without the risk of failure. Learn about accounting, finance, marketing, human resources, inventory management, and a wide range of life skills.

**Banking and Financial Services**
Small business owners can pose a significant service challenge to financial institutions. In many cases, they require a great deal of attention to the point where small business can be the least profitable segment of the commercial market. Nonetheless, they constitute a market that cannot be ignored. Financial institutions can provide startup businesses with a successful and valuable experience by directing them to GoVenture or by directing their own employees to GoVenture as a customer empathy tool.

**Corporate Business Training**
Training impacts the success of an organization at all levels. In order for employees to play a proactive role, they must have a strong understanding of the overall business model. By playing the role of the CEO or manager, GoVenture enables employees to gain a high level of understanding and empathy not possible using conventional training approaches. With a raised level of understanding, a multitude of benefits follows – increased performance, morale, loyalty, opportunity, and success.
5. GoVenture Resources

GoVenture educational versions include the following resources:

**Board Game**
An easy and fun way to learn the basics of running your own business while playing a fast-paced, one-of-a-kind board game.

**Experiencing Entrepreneurship — An Illustrated Introduction to Entrepreneurship**
A concise, easy-to-read illustrated guide that outlines the basics of game play in a summary format. For you and your students, this guide complements GoVenture Entrepreneur by serving as a valuable resource throughout your course or program.

**Instruction Sheet**
Instructions to help guide game play.

**Instructor Guide (this document)**
A guide to help you learn about GoVenture and the various resources that are available for using GoVenture in the classroom or in a business or life skills training environment.

**Success Worksheet**
Measure your financial success by calculating equity. The highest number wins.

**Financial Report Worksheet**
Not necessary for game play, but can be useful for learning and practice. Allows students to complete Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss statement for their businesses.

**Accounting Journal and Accounting Ledger Worksheets**
Not necessary for game play, but can be useful for learning and practice. Allows students to practice accounting basics with their businesses.

**Learning Guides and Activities Workbooks — Instructor and Student Editions**
Lessons and activities designed to bring business basics alive in the classroom, and help students better understand the decisions that need to be made while playing GoVenture.

**GoVenture.NETwork — www.goventure.net**
A free website containing a wealth of business tools, activities, games, and collaboration opportunities for you and your students.

**GoVenture Live the Learning**
A free newsletter to help educators and facilitators bring business to life!
6. Getting Started

What You Need to Play GoVenture

Other than pen and paper, all you need to play GoVenture is the time and a desire to play in a fun, educational business environment. Everything else is included. Simply open the box, read the brief instructions, and start playing.

Approach

The following approach is recommended to help you and your students get started with GoVenture:

1. Browse through all of the resources that are provided with GoVenture to get a better understanding of how everything works.

2. Review the Getting Started document.

3. Explore the playing board to become familiar with the decisions that need to be made and see what obstacles you’ll encounter during play. GoVenture is designed to be easy to use and to allow you to begin play within a few minutes. The strategy of the game will reveal itself as you play. Some students may try to determine the best strategy early on, while others will wait to see what develops. Either approach is acceptable. After one round of play, students will begin to discover how their own business strategy is affected by other players, and vice versa. They will also understand the importance of cash flow, inventory management, pricing, and other factors.

4. Begin playing!

Continue to play for as long as you like.
7. GoVenture and Your Curriculum

Learning Outcomes

GoVenture helps students gain knowledge and skills in entrepreneurship, business, finance, marketing, communication (verbal and non-verbal), observation, negotiation, planning, economics, critical thinking, analysis, decision making, mental arithmetic, and more!

Primary outcomes include:

- Product Pricing
- Product Quality
- Inventory Purchase
- Inventory Management
- Employees/Staffing
- Money Management
- Cost-Profit Relationship
- Financial Planning
- Cash Flow Management
- Debt Financing and Servicing
- Equity Financing
- Accounting – Bookkeeping Ledger and Journal
- Accounting – Balance Sheet and Profit & Loss Statement
- Mental Arithmetic
- Economics – Supply and Demand
- Economics – Competition
- Customer Psychographics
- Business Strategy
- Marketing Product, Price, Place, Promotion
- Marketing – Brand
- Monitoring Competition
- Business Ownership
- Risk Management
- Balancing Work and Life
- Leadership
- Organization
- Analysis
- Critical Thinking
- Decision Making
- Negotiating Skills
- Verbal Communication
- Non-verbal Communication
- Observation
- Drawing

Possible Approaches

GoVenture is an interactive group board game designed to supplement and enhance your existing course, program, or curriculum. You may choose to use GoVenture at the beginning of a course, at the end of a course, or throughout an entire term.
Using GoVenture at the Beginning of a Course

By using GoVenture at the beginning of a course, students immediately gain “hands-on” experience in the issues involved, and the decisions that need to be made while running a business. This experience provides them with considerably more insight into what they need to learn and why, making them more likely to participate in class discussion and to ask insightful questions. It’s a great way to gently introduce students to the world of business in a fun way.

Using GoVenture at the End of a Course

By using GoVenture at the end of a course, students can apply the knowledge, lessons, and techniques they have learned throughout your course to a fun, simulated business setting. GoVenture Entrepreneur provides students with the opportunity to gain experience and to make the important connection between business theory and practice.

Using GoVenture Throughout a Course

Using GoVenture throughout a course allows students to apply the information and concepts you are teaching in class as they’re being taught. Throughout your course, students can continually use GoVenture to experience and experiment with the knowledge they are gaining.

Choosing what is right for you depends upon the amount of time you have available to include GoVenture in your curriculum, and your desire to use the many resources that are available.

Time Required

GoVenture is designed to be easy to use and to allow you to begin play within a few minutes. The strategy of the game will reveal itself as you play. The first round of play will generally take 40 – 60 minutes, while students become comfortable with the game. Subsequent rounds will likely move quicker. You can play as many rounds as you like – the more you play, the more strategic the game becomes and the greater learning value provided. But if you only have limited time, GoVenture is designed to provide a fun learning experience with only a single round of play. (One round equals one month in business and is completed when the playing piece returns to the Start space.)

Saving and Resuming Games

GoVenture can be played in a single sitting or over multiple sittings. To resume play in the future, be sure to record the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For each Player/Business</th>
<th>For the Game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>Gwidgets in the supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt</td>
<td>Position of the playing piece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwidgets on hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price, Quality, Brand, Employees, Lifestyle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Every Game is Different

No two games will be exactly the same in GoVenture. Player strategies will affect each other. Challenge cards vary, and many are designed to be open ended with no specific answers, so they can be played repeatedly. Every session presents different challenges requiring creative solutions. Game play and strategy reveals itself as you play so players increasingly focus on different aspects of the game the longer they play.

8. Facilitated and Self-Directed Learning

GoVenture is designed to be used in facilitated and/or self-directed learning environments. Students can dive in on their own, exploring and discovering the GoVenture game with no supervision, or can be directed step-by-step through the stop-and-start which allows for discussion during each scenario.

9. Individual and Group Learning

GoVenture can be used for individual or group learning.

Students can run their own businesses and make all of the necessary decisions. For group learning, students can work together to make decisions. Up to two students per business is recommended, otherwise it might be difficult to surround the game board.

10. Evaluating Success

Use the Success Worksheet to record and evaluate student success at the end of every round (month). The Success Worksheet evaluates business Equity, which is equal to Assets minus Liabilities.

You may also use the provided learning guides and activities, test bank, and accounting worksheets to supplement student evaluation.
11. We Want to Hear from You!

At MediaSpark, we are committed to providing our customers with the best support in the business! We make every effort to design easy to use programs and games that provide trouble-free use. However, difficulties may still arise, and we are here to help. Toll free telephone, email, and fax assistance is readily available. We will call you back promptly, and stay with you until all of your issues are resolved. Our primary goal is to provide you and your students with a successful GoVenture experience.

We invite you to stop by the GoVenture website often, to learn about new features and products.

MediaSpark Inc.
Toll Free: 1-800-331-2282 USA/Canada
Tel: 902-562-0042
Fax: 902-562-1252
Internet: www.goventure.net